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Celebrate ARTS
program
middle school honor choir

SHALOM CHAVERIM .......................................................... TRADITIONAL ISRAELI ROUND

PEACE ROUND .................................................................. BASED ON AN OLD ENGLISH CAROL BY JEAN RITCHIE

A JOYFUL MADRIGAL ......................................................... WORDS AND MUSIC BY DONALD MOORE

PERSONET HODIE .......................................................... WORDS AND MELODY FROM Piae Cantiones (1582)

.................. ARRANGED BY DON HINSHAW

FLUTES: JACQUELINE FRANK, JENNIFER FLORES
PERCUSSION: ANDRES ARCINAGA, EDDIE ONTIVEROS
INDIAN RIDGE MIDDLE SCHOOL

DUERMETE MI NIÑO .......................................................... TRADITIONAL

A LA PUERTA DEL CIELO .................................................. 16TH CENTURY SPANISH LULLABY
............................................................................. ARRANGED BY AUDREY SNYDER

SOPRANO: VICTORIA CAUSEY
DESERT VIEW MIDDLE SCHOOL

SOLDIER'S HALLELUJAH .................................................. WORLD OF MUSIC BY VIGAY SINGH

BOY'S CHOIR
PERCUSSION: ANDRES ARCINAGA, EDDIE ONTIVEROS
INDIAN RIDGE MIDDLE SCHOOL

WINTER WONDERLAND .................................................. WORDS BY DICK SMITH
............................................................................. MUSIC BY FELIX BERNARD
............................................................................. ARRANGED BY JOYCE EILERS BACIK

CANTEMOS ALLELULIA .................................................. TEXT BASED ON PSALM 148
............................................................................. MUSIC BY EMILY CROCKER

combined choirs

AFRICAN PROCESSIONAL .................................................. MUSIC BY D. V. MONTOYA
............................................................................. LYRICS BY CARAH REED & D. V. MONTOYA
............................................................................. EDITED BY RON KEAN

high school honor choir

NUTCRACKER JINGLES .......................................................... ARRANGED BY CHUCK BRIDWELL

NANITA LULLABY .......................................................... SPANISH CAROL ARRANGED BY EARLENE RENTZ

GLORIA FOR ALL SEASONS .......................................................... BY JAY ALTHOUSE

THE SKY CAN STILL REMEMBER .......................................................... WRITTEN BY BROOKS/GRAY

COOL YULE .......................................................... WORDS AND MUSIC BY STEVE ALLEN
............................................................................. ARRANGED BY KIRBY SHAW

combined choirs

A FESTIVE CHRISTMAS CELEBRATION .......................................................... ARRANGED BY AUDREY SNYDER
Indian Ridge Middle: Clay Vanderlip
Amy Chavez
Alexandra Gutierrez
Allison Hernandez
Carina Leyva
Anabella Olvera
Guadalupe Romero
Amara Ginithan
Emily Sanchez

Indian Ridge Percussion: Max Sierra
Jacqueline Frank
Jennifer Flores
Andres Arciniega
Eddie Ontiveros

Ysleta Middle: Bernie Villagran
Anthony Andujo
Albert Avila
Albert Barrientos
Adriana Cardiel
Eduardo Ceballos
Gabriel Enriquez
Genesis Hernandez
Shalom Hernandez
Edgar Ocaz
Cheyenne Robles
Yasmin Rocha
Jostaff Salazar
Alejandra Varela
Omar Vera
Diana Yanez

Desert View Middle: Eva Delgado-Sanz
Daniela Alvidrez
Noreth Bustillos
Brooke Campbell
Victoria Causey
Brittany Jackson
Amber Martinez
Chandell Molinar
Jennifer Stevens

Valley View: Rachel Isley
Lindsay Muniz
Erika Perez
Sarai Contreras
Ashley Forti
Lizeth Montellano
Jackie Valdes
Andrea Estrada
Valeria Perez
Gabriela Gomez
Lizeth Montellano
Baritones
David Macias
Danny Schaffino
Emilio Schaffino

Valley View Percussion: Robby Melendez
Jessica Padilla
Andrea Valdez
Aaron Gomez
Albert Martinez
Jesus Najera
Lorraine Rodriguez

Parkland Middle: Patty Mims
Charles Barkemeyer
Milagro Carrillo
Priscilla Garcia
Markayla Gargan
Nathaniel Hernandez
Jasmine Kerce
Jessica Mark
Rayne Rice
Jasmin Soto
Jonathan Torres
Jessica Williams

Eastwood Middle: Chuck Pineda
Taylor Billyard
Vivian Blanco
Brian Casillas
Henry Deguire
Jamie Diaz
Cesar Garcia
Rachely Hernandez
Bruce Huerta
Ashley Huffman
Gilbert Lopez
Sebastian Lopez
Maya Madrid
Kimberly Markuson
Selika Martin
Mariely Mejorado
Lindsey Morin
Larissa Morrow
Andy Munoz
Gabriel Nevarez
Angie Robles
Melissa Ronquillo
Andrea Russell
Joshua Tonche
Skylarr Whitley
Danielle Williamson

No Bravo Middle: Chris Pivovar
Raquel Benitez
Alfredo Flores
Andrian Garcia
Kayla Hopple
David Jasso
Jesus Javier
Amri Lopez
Brenda Lucero
Jessica Vargas
bel air high - patty arambula

jose barraza, clarissa chacón, jorge dominguez,
alvin estupinan, karina garcia, anthony hernandez,
isis pinon, gloria rubio, rebekah stern, edna tepezano,
jasmine warfield, olivia ybarra

del valle high - lisa serna

christian baylon, alexandria becerra, john bowles,
david fuerte, robert lucero, ashley miller,
angeline mc farlane, shanice ricarte, anna rodriquez,
luis rodriquez, fabian serrano, cecy warfield

del valle high, percussion: jereomy isely

fabian mendoza, pat de la riva, ben myers
mike hernandez, jacob yepez, ashley alvarez
kim villalba, javier garcia

eastwood high - steve muller

latrell archer, alrick chavez, cynthia gonzalez, julian griffith,
cassie herrera, andrea kuney, jack mc creery, dylan reese,
danika rivas, monique rodriguez, amanda ronquillo, efrain ruiz

hanks high - margaret kaddad

samantha alvarado, andrea anderson, brian brannon,
sarah conaway, victoria dekoatz, michael garcia,
trisha guerrero, chris hernandez, jose legaretta,
 julian lopez, maribel medina, dennise villaneda, carol walp

parkland high - eun-mee garza

jose dominguez, jared elmore, elizabeth garcia,
christian gonzalez, jessica gonzalez, jorge mayer
nathaniel matkin, kirstie moreno, hector piper,
jorden roge, stephanie torres, raven thrasher

riverside high - monica gutierrez

marcela aguayo, veronica balcazar, samantha collazo,
desiray correa, victor de santiago, rebecca guerrero
 cynthia jimenez, jonathan juarez, victoria morgan,
alfonso olivas, Ariel ortega, Valerie rocha
benjamin zamora

ysleta high - chris pivovar

iris baca, yvonne barrera, isabel benitez,
damaris cepeda, danielle jasso, elizabeth lopez
sharon ortiz, jose rodriguez, luis reyes,
sarah serna, britnie von kolb
DOLORES L. HERNANDEZ
CLINICIAN / CONDUCTOR

DOLORES L. HERNANDEZ is currently in 32nd year of teaching with the Ysleta Independent School District where she has taught choral music at the elementary, middle and high school levels. She is a product of YISD herself, having graduated from Bel Air High School in 1972. She holds a bachelor’s and master’s in music education from Texas Tech University.

Currently she is teaching music at Lancaster Elementary School. Over the years she has served in the professional capacity as adjudicator, clinician, consultant, mentor, accompanist and coordinator for various choral contests and festivals here in El Paso and and San Antonio. From 1992 to 1995, she worked for Texas Education Agency by serving on the Texas Essential Knowledge and Skills Writing Team for Fine Arts, as the West Texas Representative. She has served as a Region 22 officer and middle school choir coordinator for the Texas Music Educators Association and is currently a member of the Texas Choral Directors Association and Music Educators National Conference. In 2003, she represented MENC as a presenter at the TMEA Convention in San Antonio, where her presentation was “Overcoming Obstacles to Success” in keeping a middle school choral program alive. She has served on several music textbook adoption committees, and in 1999, was a contributing consultant to the Glencoe publication of “Texas Choral Connections”, which was adopted in Texas schools that year. She was honored as a campus “Teacher of the Year” in 2000 when she taught at Indian Ridge Middle School.

ELISA FRASER WILSON
CLINICIAN / CONDUCTOR

ELISA FRASER WILSON is Assistant Professor of Voice and Music Theatre at UTEP. Her duties include directing the Women’s Glee Club, Music Theatre Company, teaching courses in music theatre repertory and commercial vocal styles, and coordinating UTEP’s BFA in Music Theatre. Dr. Wilson holds degrees in music education and performance from the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign and Wichita State University (KS) and a doctoral degree in Choral Conducting and Literature from the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign.

Prior to moving to El Paso in 1998, Dr. Wilson taught choral music at Champaign Central High School in Champaign IL. She has worked with young people in music since 1986, directing summer musical theater programs and community youth choirs and providing individual voice instruction. Former employers include the Decatur, Illinois Recreation Department, Millikin University (IL) and the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign.

Dr. Wilson is also an active performer with experience in a variety of musical styles including opera, musical theater, jazz and popular music. Since moving to the El Paso area, she has appeared with the UTEP Union Dinner Theater, the UTEP Theater and Opera Departments, the UTEP Jazz Bands and Commercial Music Faculty, the El Paso Chamber Choir and the El Paso Opera Company. Favorite appearances include performances with the El Paso Opera Company as Annina in La Traviata, with the UTEP Union Dinner Theater as Eva Peroni in Evita and Victoria Grant in Victor/Victoria, and with the Music Theatre Company as Mama Euralie in Once On This Island and Camille Penza in Romeo and Bernadette.
ysleta board of trustees

CARMEN G. MUNOZ  
PRESIDENT  
LIZA MONTELONGO  
VICE - PRESIDENT  
BETH M. RIGGS  
SECRETARY  
RAY MENDOZA  
PARLIAMENTARIAN  
ROBERT "BOB" S. WARD  
TRUSTEE  
MARThA "MARTY" REYES  
TRUSTEE  
LINDA CHAVEZ  
TRUSTEE

ysleta interim superintendent

ROGER PARKS

fine arts department

SCOTT THORESON  
DIRECTOR  
MARTY OLIVAS  
INSTRUCTIONAL SPECIALIST  
STEVE MARQUEZ  
INSTRUCTIONAL SPECIALIST  
MELISSA BARBA - ESPINOSA  
GALLERY CURATOR

BOBBY GARCIA  
BILLYE LUCAS  
ELLIS PINEDA  
mARGARET FINLEN  
JANETH VALLES  
ROCIO VILLALOBOS  
DENISE RODRIGUEZ  
ROSIE BARRON  
JACKIE CASTILLO  
ADAM G. ULLOA  
RICARDO SOTO  
GILBERT ROCHA  
DR. LAURA GALLEGOS  
PAT LAFFLER  
STEPHANIE OTERO  
IZZY NUNEZ  
nANCY LOISELLE  
LESLEI M. HARPER

ysleta mission statement

ALL STUDENTs WHO ENROLL IN OUR SCHOOLS WILL GRADUATE FROM HIGH SCHOOL, 
FLUENT IN TWO OR MORE LANGUAGES, PREPARED AND INSPIRED TO CONTINUE THEIR 
EDUCATION IN A FOUR YEAR COLLEGE, UNIVERSITY OR INSTITUTION OF HIGHER 
EDUCATION SO THAT THEY MAY BECOME SUCCESSFUL CITIZENS IN THEIR COMMUNITY.

todos los estudiantes que se inscriben en nuestras escuelas se graduaran de la 
preparatoria, con fluidez en dos o mas idiomas, preparados e inspirados para continuar 
su educacion en un colegio, universidad, o instituto de educacion avanzada con 
el fin de lograr ser ciudadanos de exito en su comunidad.

graphic design: ADAM G. ULLOA